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WHAT IS PRIVACY?



THE CONTROL OF AN INDIVIDUAL 
OVER THEIR PERSONAL DATA

Altman, I., & Taylor, D. A. (1973). Social penetration: The development of interpersonal relationships. Holt, Rinehart & Winston.



…BUT I HAVE NOTHING TO HIDE!

A misunderstanding of what privacy means

 Privacy ≠ secrecy

 Privacy ≠ minimal information

Typically also users relying on the “nothing to hide“ argument expect some level of 
privacy

 Private conversations between individuals

 Financial data

 Medical data

Solove, D. J. (2007). I've got nothing to hide and other misunderstandings of privacy. San Diego L. Rev., 44, 745.



PRIVACY PARADOX

Discrepancy between privacy attitudes and behaviour

Disclosing is important e.g. for personal relationships, expressing oneself

Disclosing information of oneself is not contradictory to privacy

Norberg, P. A., Horne, D. R., & Horne, D. A. (2007). The privacy paradox: Personal information disclosure intentions versus behaviors. 

Journal of Consumer Affairs, 41(1), 100-126.



PRIVACY PARADOX

Discrepancy between privacy attitudes and behaviour

Disclosing is important e.g. for personal relationships, expressing oneself

Disclosing information of oneself is not contradictory to privacy

Due to lack of knowledge and understanding of

 That data collection is happening

 What data is collected

 What could be inferred from data

Future risks are not valued as high as short-term benefits

Acquisti, A. (2004, May). Privacy in electronic commerce and the economics of immediate gratification. In Proceedings of the 5th ACM conference on Electronic commerce (pp. 21-29). ACM.

Spiekermann, S., Grossklags, J., & Berendt, B. (2001, October). E-privacy in 2nd generation E-commerce: privacy preferences versus actual behavior. In Proceedings of the 3rd ACM 

conference on Electronic Commerce (pp. 38-47). ACM.



WHY IS PRIVACY IMPORTANT?

Privacy is not just about the good for an individual

 Example: voting – why is voting data not public data? 

 Why is that important?

 Democracy is about autonomous choice of each individual

 If each individual is not granted the autonomous choice, the democracy is degraded

Privacy serves the good for the society

Nissenbaum, H. (2009). Privacy in context: Technology, policy, and the integrity of social life. Stanford University Press.



PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE INFORMATION (PII)

Any data that could potentially be used to identify, contact, or locate an individual

 Name

 Phone number

 Social security number

 Biometric records (fingerprint, signature, face…)

 Birth date and place

De-identified personal information is not considered sensitive



QUASI IDENTIFIERS

Not unique indentifiers per se, but by combining with other quasi identifiers can
become PII.

 Gender

 Age

 General place of recidense

 Ethnicity, etc. 



MACHINE LEARNING PRIVACY 
IMPLICATIONS



MASS SURVEILLANCE BECOMES EFFECTIVE

Until recently, learning details about people has
required attention of a human analyst

The main goal from data analysis is not only to
infer things (lifestyle, hobbies, political interests
etc), but to steer behaviour

 Political campaigns (Facebook and US elections, Brexit)

Peter Eckersley / Electronic Frontier Foundation



BIAS AND DECISION-MAKING

Important decisions are made based on machine learning algorithms

- source data is often biased

Omitted Variable bias

- True cause is not in the data set

- Example: Late night driving is correlated with car crashes

Peter Eckersley / Electronic Frontier Foundation



SELF-SENSORSHIP

One does not want to defend oneself at a later point in time, 
and as a consequence just avoids doing things altogether

 Less „crazy things“ are done in the fear that it might appear on social media later

 Self-sensorship might be subtle

Tijmen Schep



GDPR



GDPR BASICS

Came in to effect in May 2018

Replaced the DPD, and is legally binding

Applies to all companies holding data from EU citizens

Violating the regulation can lead to a penalty of up to 20 million € or 4% of global 
revenue



CONSENT

Consent must be 

 freely given, 

 specific, 

 informed and 

 unambiguous. 



AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING

The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision 
based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which 
produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly affects 
him or her.



AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING

The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision 
based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which 
produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly affects 
him or her.



“RIGHT TO EXPLAINABILITY”

A data subject is entitled to enough information about the 
automated system that they could make an informed 
decision to opt out.



DATA RETENTION

Personal data shall be kept for no longer than is necessary 
for the purposes for which it is being processed.



TRANSPARENCY & ETHICS

Should the data subject have a right to know what has been inferred of the data? 

 Example: life-threatening conditions

Who is responsible for the inferences?

 Example: if algorithms are used to decide whether or not an individual is to be granted an insurance, 
who makes sure that it is fair and not judging the individual based on ethnicity, religious views, sexual 
orientation etc?



PROBLEM: WANT TO LEARN
SOMETHING ABOUT A POPULATION



PROBLEM: 
WANT TO LEARN SOMETHING ABOUT A POPULATION

Use cases

 What a the areas where population growth is fast -> new schools needed

 Epidemic detection

 Evidence for discrimination

How to accomplish while maintaining privacy of individuals?



DE-IDENTIFYING DATA?



PSEUDONYMIZATION

Removing PII from the data (name, ID...)

Masking PII



PSEUDONYMIZATION EXAMPLE: NETFLIX

- Record linkage!



EXAMPLE: NEW YORK TAXI

Photo credit: Gawker



EXAMPLE: ANONYMOUS CENSUS DATABASES

87% of US citizens can be identified based on gender, D.o.B, and zip code

. Sweeney, Uniqueness of Simple Demographics in the U.S. Population, LIDAPWP4. Carnegie Mellon University, Laboratory for International Data Privacy, Pittsburgh, 

PA, 2000.



EXAMPLE: ANONYMOUS CENSUS DATABASES

63% of US citizens can be identified based on gender, D.o.B, and zip code

Golle, P. (2006, October). Revisiting the uniqueness of simple demographics in the US population. In Proceedings of the 5th ACM workshop on Privacy in electronic 

society (pp. 77-80). ACM.



OBFUSCATION

Deliberately degrading the quality of information
 Adding random noise

 Generalizing information (age, home addres…)



EXAMPLE

Gender Age Study Path Disease

Female 21 Computer Science Respiratory

Male 22 Electrical engineering STD

Male 19 Computer Science Respiratory

Male 24 Computer Science Cancer

Female 23 Electrical engineering Cardiovascular

Male 20 Computer Science STD

Female 19 Data Science Cardiovascular

Male 28 Computer Science Respiratory

Male 18 Electrical engineering STD

Male 24 Data Science STD

Female 23 Civil engineering Cancer



EQUIVALENCE GROUP

all records in the database with the same set of quasi-identifiers



K-ANONYMITY

There must be at least k records for each equivalence group present in the dataset

In the previous example, k=1

Samarati, Pierangela, and Latanya Sweeney. Protecting privacy when disclosing information: k-anonymity and its enforcement through generalization and suppression. technical 

report, SRI International, 1998.



K-ANONYMITY

a user is “k-anonymous” if they cannot be distinguished from at least k-1 individuals 
in the dataset

K can be increased by obfuscation:

 Suppression of parts of the data

 Generalization 



K=2

Gender Age Study Path Disease

Female 18-23 Computer /Data Science Respiratory

Male 18-23 *** STD

Male 18-23 Computer / Data Science Respiratory

Male 24- Computer / Data Science Cancer

Female 18-23 *** Cardiovascular

Male 18-23 Computer /Data Science STD

Female 18-23 Computer / Data Science Cardiovascular

Male 24- Computer / Data Science Respiratory

Male 18-23 *** STD

Male 24- Computer / Data Science STD

Female 18-23 *** Cancer



K-ANONYMITY ASSUMPTIONS

Dataset needs to be large enough to avoid distortion

The dimensionality of data must be sufficiently low

 95% of individuals can be uniquely identified from a dataset of 1.5 million users based on 4 spatio-
temporal points [deMontoye]

The sensitive columns of interest must not reveal information that was redacted in the 
generalised columns.

The values in the sensitive columns should not all be same for a particular group of k.

 Sensitive to homogeneity attack 

De Montjoye, Y. A., Hidalgo, C. A., Verleysen, M., & Blondel, V. D. (2013). Unique in the crowd: The privacy bounds of human mobility. Scientific reports, 3, 1376.



L-DIVERSITY

Specifies that amongst k matching records (equivalence group), there must be at least 
L distinct values for each sensitive value



DE-IDENTIFYING DATA?

Re-identification is possible!



BACK TO GDPR

GDPR does “not apply to anonymous information*” 

*information that “does not relate to an identified or identifiable natural person or to 
personal data rendered anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is not or 
no longer identifiable.”

Question is: 
is there such a thing as data that can’t be identified given additional information?



PROBLEM: WANT TO LEARN
SOMETHING ABOUT A POPULATION

… while maintaining 

the privacy of each individual



USING JUST STATISTICS?

Differencing attack

 Singles out an individual

Example: 

 Database of all student health records

 Only one female in the database with STD

 Query about all students

 Query about all male students

 -> the female student singled out



WHAT IS SUFFICIENT PRIVACY?

A person‘s privacy cannot be compromized if their information is not in the database

Therefore, an individual should be provided with the amount of privacy that they
have if their information is removed from the database

-> Zero utility



DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

An individual should be provided with the amount of privacy not substantially
different from that they have if their information is removed from the database

Attribute of the algorithm, rather than of the dataset itself



ASSUMING THAT…

the data analysts are not malicious

There are no restrictions posed by the computational power or storing capacity of the 
used computers

There are no physical threats to the data

The adversary has access to additional data

 Whether or not an individual is in the database

 External databases

 Other personal information about the individual



DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

x, y are neighbouring data sets, differing by the addition or removal of one row

Algorithm A providing ε-differential privacy



DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

Algorithm A gives ε-differential privacy, if for all pairs of data sets x, y differing in 
one element, and all subsets S of possible outputs

𝑃𝑟 𝐴 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 ≤ 𝑒ε ∗ 𝑃𝑟[𝐴(𝑦) ∈ 𝑆]

ε=privacy loss

„Perfect privacy“ when ε=0 … but zero utility!

ε should be chosen to be very small, but >0

ε should account for all queries done on the database, in the past and in the future

Dwork, C., McSherry, F., Nissim, K., Smith, A.: Calibrating Noise to Sensitivity in Private Data Analysis. In: Proceedings of the 3rd Theory of Cryptography Conference, pp. 265–284 (2006)



DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

The outcome of any analysis is essentially equally likely

independent of whether any individual joins, or refrains from joining, a dataset. 



EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

Randomized response

Based on any given answer, it
cannot be stated whether or not 
the answer was truthful

-> Plausible deniability

Answer truthfully Toss again

„Yes“ „No“

Toss a coin

Warner, S. L. (March 1965). "Randomised response: a survey technique for eliminating evasive answer bias". Journal of the American Statistical Association. Taylor & Francis. 60

(309): 63–69. doi:10.1080/01621459.1965.10480775. JSTOR 2283137.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_the_American_Statistical_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylor_%26_Francis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
https://doi.org/10.1080%2F01621459.1965.10480775
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSTOR
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2283137


EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY
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) ∗ 2 Answer truthfully Toss again

„Yes“ „No“

Toss a coin

Warner, S. L. (March 1965). "Randomised response: a survey technique for eliminating evasive answer bias". Journal of the American Statistical Association. Taylor & Francis. 60

(309): 63–69. doi:10.1080/01621459.1965.10480775. JSTOR 2283137.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Journal_of_the_American_Statistical_Association
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylor_%26_Francis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_object_identifier
https://doi.org/10.1080%2F01621459.1965.10480775
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/JSTOR
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2283137


PROS & CONS OF DIFFERENTIAL PRIVACY

+ gives strong mathematical guarantees

- makes verifiability harder

Narayan, A., Feldman, A., Papadimitriou, A., & Haeberlen, A. (2015, April). Verifiable differential privacy. In Proceedings of the Tenth European Conference on 

Computer Systems (p. 28). ACM.



EVALUATING ML MODELS

How well does the model perform?

What else did it learn?

 Memorized training data

 Discovered user-specific features unrelated to the main task

 Incorporated a backdoor

Transparency is needed to undestand what the models do


